
Barmer Flood Situation Report 2017 

(A team of LAN partner visited the flood affected area of Dhorimanna and  Gudamalani 

block of Barmer district on 1st and 2nd August 2017, respectively .  Team member were 

NarSingh, Dungar Ji, Bhuvnesh( GVS, Dhorimanna), Chunnilal (NYM Lilsar), Mangilal 

(NYM Rani Goan), Shakur (NYM Sanvlor), Ajay (Dhara Sansthan, Barmer) and Navin N. 

from AA Jaipur) 

Villeges Visited in Dhorimana Block:   Arinyali, Pratap Nagar, Aleti, Purava, RamPura, 

Meghwalon ki Basti, Manki, Chaanpura, and Andadiyon ki Dhani. 

Major Observation:  based on field visit and discussion with villagers on situation of 

flood.  

 The cause of huge damage is Narmada canal which was overflowed due to heavy 

rain. 

 Water level has increased since canal in operation in 2011. Hence soaking 

capacity of soil has reduced. 

 The canal travels through Tharad in Gujarat to Sanchore, Dhorimanna, Guda 

Malani area. It covers almost 80 Km areas in Rajasthan. The size of canal is 

around 20 feet in width and 12 feet in deep. It also has many branches which 

carries water for irrigation to agriculture field. Overflowing of these branches is 

also major source of supplying water to Dhanis and submerged them.    

 The approach is available till Arinyali GP head quarter which is 25 Km away from 

Dhorimanna Block. All these five patches are around of Arinyali GP in maximum 

8 Km distance.  

 Due to this water logged in patches. There are 5 such patches which submerged a 

huge patch of land and affected around 2300 HH. Details are as follows :  

 Patch One:  which is in radius of 6 Km has submerged area such as 

Maghwalon ki Basti and Ardaniyon ki dhani mainly. It affected around 

800 HH.  

 Patch Two: which is also in radius of 7 Km has submerged area such as 

Manki and Pratap Nagar with 400 HH affected. 

 Patch Three:  it is also a similar nature covers 8 Km radius submerged 

and villeges such as Virmaniyon ki Dhani and Kakron ki Dhani. And 

affected families would be around 500 HH.  

 Patch Four: This patch is spread over in around 5 KM area and affected 

villeges such as Radu and Khotavas and families would be 300 HH.  

 Patch Five: it covers of 6Km of area of Purava, Aleti and Rampura 

villeges and affected around 300 HH. 

 Water is overflowing as deep as 3 feet over approaches roads to these patches. 

Except tractor no other vehicle can be used for commutation 

  It is also bring in notice by affected person that life will be returned in normalcy 

not before 4 moths.  



 A huge damage of crop now and later as a cause of flood. Both crops –Rabi and 

Kharif has been ruined.  Immediate compensation is required! 

  

Picture 1: on the way to Arinyali to Paratp Nagar on 1 April 2017 (3:00 PM) by 

Navin Narayan, ActionAid Jaipur 



 
 

Picture 2: on the way to Ariyanali to  Meghwalon ki Basti (near Pratap Nagar) on 

1 August 2017 (4:00 PM) by Navin Narayan, ActionAid , Jaipur 

 



 

Picture 3: team of flood assessment inquiring about situation with victims at 

Kabutar Chauk, Pratap Nagar on 1st August 2017 ( 3:30 PM). Photo credit: 

Bhuvnesh, GVS, Dhorimanna 

Govt. and Other agencies efforts in Dhorimanna:  

Administration has pitch in SDRF team in full swing in almost all submerged area to 

save life. Arinyali GP is converted in shelter home.  Low rank govt. staff is being 

made in-charge with a doctor of local PHC Dr. J.D Charan-9414842628. District 

Magistrate, Sub- District Magistrate and Superintendent of Police also visited this 

area few days ago.  Their main concern seems is to evacuate the people.  Hence no 

system is put in place to cater the basic need of those you are sheltering in GP office 

or other places. 

 No community kitchen has yet opens.  

 Flood victims are fully dependent on food packets which generally 

provided/bring by local ‘Bhamashah’.  

 Today is the 7 days of occurrence of this situation other needs has been 

emerged badly.  



Details of villeges and affected families:   This detail is based on the information 

gathered by team with different people with focus of listening people of most 

marginalised communities such as Meghwal, Garg, Bheel, Rabari etc.  

Sl No.  
Name of Villages  Panchayat Total Household 

1 Arinyali Arinyali 60 

2 Rampura Arinyali 52 

3 Purava Arinyali 49 

4 Aleti Arinyali 61 

5 Khothwas Arinyali 57 

6 Godaron ki Dhani Arinyali 45 

7 Bhimtal Bhimthal 70 

8 Pabu Bera Bhimthal 57 

9 Chainpura Chainpura 62 

10 Radu Chainpura 57 

11 Manki Chainpura 49 

12 Pratap Nagar Chainpura 47 

13 Adaniyon ki Dhani Chainpura 60 

14 Meghwalon ki Basti Chainpura 58 

15 Virmaniyon ki dhani Chainpura 58 

16 Kakra ki dhani Chainpura 59 

17 Kothala Bor Charnan 66 

18 Aakli Bor Charnan 49 

19 Khari Khari 51 

19 19 5 1067 
 

A total 1067 families of 19 villeges of 5 gram panchayat are being badly affected due 

to flood. Rough estimation of person affected would be around more than 5000 from 

all 1067 families.  

Villeges Visited in Gudamalani Block:  



 

 



 

Photo 4 &5 : rescuing of small animal by 1st Battalion of RAC in Gudamalani  block 

HQ on 2nd August 2017 (1:30 PM) from Padradi GP. Photo Credit;  Navin Narayan, 

ActionAid Jaipur. 

Gudamalani block headquarter is about 45 KM away from Dhorimanna block. 

Gudamalani block is near to Gujarat area which is most affected area of flood due to 

merger of Sukari and Jawai River into Luni which travels to Dhanera, Patan, and 

Banaskantha district of Gujarat. Road towards to Jalor which is 100 Km away from 

Gudamalani block is submerged heavily. Even traveling on 500 metre from 

Gudamalani is not possible a big area of about 6 KM radius is full under water of 10-

12 feet heights. 1th battalion of RAC troopers with boat is evacuating small animals 

like Sheep; goat of Rabari community is on its service till date. They expect that such 

operation needs to be carried for few more days.  Team could not reach to any 

affected villeges because of total submerging of area. The only way to reach these 

places is boats of rescue team of NDRF, SDRF or RAC. The grampanchayat which are 

still under water are as follows (based on information gather from locals)   

 Lumbawas-300HH 

 Sindhasuva-500HH 

 Padradi-200HH 

 Bhakharpura-1200 HH 

 Kharva-1000HH 



 Hajriyon ki Dhani- 40 HH 

( Team  was also being informed that a local temple which is on a higher altitude is 

become shelter of the people which is providing food to them. but no idea to the 

local that how many days food available in temple and for how many person. The 

team expect that marginalised communities would suffer due to their low social 

status and no acceptance of them to religious places while dominants of their 

villeges are occupied this place. They are also not donor to temple in normal days 

hence how are they ask to provide relief on equal footage)  

Shelter condition and facilities: About 150 evacuated people by administration from 

this area are taking shelter in ‘Krishi Mandi Upaj- Gudamalani’ for last 5 days.  Among 

them 40 odd are women, 20 children are children.   

 

 

 

 

Photo 6: of one and only shelter home at “Krishi Mandi Upaj” Gidamalani on 2nd August 

2017 at (2 :00 PM). Photo Credit: Navin Narayan, ActionAid, Jaipur. 

 People are living in shed meant for dumping food grains. 



 Thin green curtain (which used for cover greenhouse) is given to use as bed. 

Difficult for children to sleep on such thin surface.  

 There is no bedding, blankets, or chaddar is being provided. 

 There is no bathing facilities, toilets for people. 

 Food is provided by a religious group which is meant to provide food to pilgrims 

of Baba Ramdeo.  

 Mosquito is major problem to habitants due to open and dirty place. 

 Health issues are now emerging, 3 women and 2 children were sick at shelter 

site when we visited.  

 No pot is given to store drinking water.  

 Mosquito borne disease outbreak can take place if not provided basic minimum 

facility required for any human being to live.  

Immediate Requirement:  

 Hot food is required. 

 Need to have change cloths after seven days. 

 Women folk are main sufferer. Need clothing, sanitary pad etc. 

 Temporary shelter with basic minimum facilities is needed nearby their 

home/dhani. 

 Blankets and bedding.  

 Battery generated light facility. 

 Heath issues yet to be emerged  

 Safe drinking water.  

 Prevention of Mosquitos and other water borne diseases. 

 Health need to be addressed by pitching in health team round the clock.  

Conclusion:   Immediate intervention is required to pitch in to save the life of flood 

victims. A total 3467 families (2300 in Gudamalani and 11 67 in Dhorimanna) are in felt 

need of above item. Providing relief of Gudamalani area would be the real challenge to 

provider. It can’t be happen without the active help of administration because of in-

accessibility of location by road or other means.  

For further Information Contact:  

 Navin Narayan, ActionAid-Jaipur: 9413340889 
 Mangilal, NYM Ranigaon-Barmer :9983573554 
 Chunnilal, NYM Lilsar-Barmer: 
 Shakur Khan, NYM Savlor- Barmer 
 Dungar Ram , GVS –Dhorimana- Barmer: 9413029264 
 NarShingh Ram, GVS-Dhorimana- Barmer :  

 

 

++++++++++++++++ 



Annexure 1 

Ration Kit Item and Cost 

Based on local input team has arrive to conclusion of item in a dry ration kit  of average 

5  member per family for 7 days as follows; 

Item Quantity  (in KG) Rate Per KG  Total  

Flour 10 28 280 

Cooking Oil 1 90 90 

Red Chili Powder 0.25 160 40 

Turmeric Powder 0.1 150 15 

Coriander Powder 0.1 150 15 

Salt (per Packet) 1 10 10 

Tea 0.25 200 50 

Sugar 2 40 80 

Rice 2 30 60 

Pulses 1 70 70 

Soap (2 Packet) 1 20 20 

Total 18.7   730 
 

 


